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Abstract: Studies of the catalytic properties of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans
by protein film voltammetry, under a H2 atmosphere, reveal and establish a variety of interesting properties
not observed or measured quantitatively with other techniques. The catalytic bias (inherent ability to oxidize
hydrogen vs reduce protons) is quantified over a wide pH range: the enzyme is proficient at both H2 oxidation
(from pH > 6) and H2 production (pH < 6). Hydrogen production is inhibited by H2, but the effect is much
smaller than observed for [NiFe]-hydrogenases from Allochromatium vinosum or Desulfovibrio fructoso-
vorans. Under anaerobic conditions and positive potentials, the [FeFe]-hydrogenase is oxidized to an inactive
form, inert toward reaction with CO and O2, that rapidly reactivates upon one-electron reduction under 1
bar of H2. The potential dependence of this interconversion shows that the oxidized inactive form exists in
two pH-interconvertible states with pKox ) 5.9. Studies of the CO-inhibited enzyme under H2 reveals a
strong enhancement of the rate of activation by white light at -109 mV (monitoring H2 oxidation) that is
absent at low potential (-540 mV, monitoring H+ reduction), thus demonstrating photolability that is
dependent upon the oxidation state.

Introduction

Hydrogenases are microbial metalloenzymes which catalyze
the interconversion between H2 and protons and electrons (eq
1). The two main classes are known as [FeFe]-hydrogenases

and [NiFe]-hydrogenases. Enzymes from both classes usually
react rapidly with O2 and CO, which are potent inhibitors.1-6

Consequently, overcoming inhibition or permanent damage is
a challenge for microbes, as well as for future technologies
aiming to exploit or mimic these catalysts for electrochemical
hydrogencyclingor improvethemforbiologicalH2production.7-10

In previous papers we have described experiments that have
helped unravel the complex chemistry of [NiFe]-hydroge-
nases.3,11-18 In this paper we focus on a representative [FeFe]-

hydrogenase, the enzyme fromDesulfoVibrio desulfuricans(Dd
hydrogenase), and seek to identify and measure factors that
influence and control its catalytic activity.

Two [FeFe]-hydrogenase crystal structures have been solved,
that of the enzyme fromDd (Figure 1) and hydrogenase I from
Clostridium pasteurianum(Cp I).19,20 The two hydrogenases
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share common features, one being that the binuclear active site
is buried but electronically connected to the surface by a series
of [4Fe-4S] clusters. The active-site Fe atoms are each
coordinated by one CO and one CN- ligand, and the proximal
Fe (FeP) is bound to the protein by a cysteine S that is bridged
to a [4Fe-4S] cluster. The two Fe atoms are bridged by both
sulfurs of an unusual organic 1,3-dithiolate ligand, and there is
also a terminal CO on FeD that changes to bridging as a function
of the redox state of the enzyme.21 In addition,Cp I contains a
H2O bound to FeD that was not reported forDd.22

The nature of the bridgehead atom (C, N, or O) in the 1,3-
dithiolate ligand could not be explicitly elucidated from the
X-ray data onDd hydrogenase crystals19 and is therefore shown
as X in Figure 1B. The bridging ligand is postulated to be a
bis(thiomethyl)amine on the basis of mechanistic consider-
ations,21 and this is supported by models24 and by the short
distance (3.1 Å) between the S-atom of C178 and atom X, which
suggests a hydrogen bond.

The amino acid sequence of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase from
Dd is identical to its counterpart inDesulfoVibrio Vulgaris

Hildenborough25 (DV) which has been extensively studied by
spectroscopy.26-32 The binuclear center in both enzymes has
been identified in three oxidation states: Hred, Hox, and
Hox

inact.26,33-35 Aerobic purification ofDd andDV hydrogenases
yields the Hox

inact state, which is postulated to be 1 electron more
oxidized than Hox (but see below) and resistant to damage by
O2.28,35,36Reductive activation under H2 yields the Hred and Hox

states, which are irreversibly inactivated by O2. Anaerobic
reoxidation of the H2-reducedDV enzyme reconverts it to the
O2-stable Hox

inact state.37 Exogenous CO reversibly inhibits
[FeFe]-hydrogenases,5,23,33,34,38and crystallographic studies on
Cp I have shown that CO binds to the FeD site facing the
channel.23 At low temperatures, the EPR signal of the CO-
inhibited enzyme is reversibly converted by light into the
rhombic “g ) 2.10” signal characteristic of the active Hox state.27

The CO-inhibited form is thus assigned as Hox-CO.33

Controversy exists over the precise assignment of Fe oxida-
tion states in the Hred, Hox, and Hox

inact forms of [FeFe]-
hydrogenases.28,39 In considering this issue, the linked [4Fe-
4S] cluster must also be taken into account as a potential site
for an electron, although no stable form of [4Fe-4S]+ has been
positively identified.39 A further complication is that the true
oxidation level of the active site is also determined by the
presence or absence of the substrate, H2 or H- (hydride): active-
site states differing bytwo electrons“belonging” to hydrogen
ligands may therefore not be distinguished easily or at all by
EPR or X-ray diffraction. The active site is EPR-silent in the
Hred state, but Hox, believed to be 1 electron more oxidized than
Hred, is EPR-active withg ) 2.10, 2.04, 2.00 (theg ) 2.10
signal). The unpaired spin on Hox dictates its formal assignment
as either Fe(I)-Fe(II) or Fe(II)-Fe(III). Discussions in this
paper are based on the assumption that for Hox the binuclear
center corresponds to Fe(I)-Fe(II) with possible delocalization
onto the [4Fe-4S] cluster. We make this assumption because
Hox

inact is highly unlikely to be Fe(III)-Fe(III) as coordination
of Fe(III) by CO andhydrogen-bondedπ-accepting CN- ligands
will not be favored.

Here we have used protein film voltammetry (PFV) to
investigate reactions of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase fromDd and
obtain new information on the interconversions between dif-
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Figure 1. (A) Structure ofDd [FeFe]-hydrogenase (PDB code 1HFE).19

The large subunit is shown in blue and the small subunit is shown in
magenta, with [4Fe-4S] clusters and the active site marked as colored
spheres. (B) Active site of a reduced form.21 The Fe atom on the right is
defined as the proximal Fe (relative to the neighboring [Fe-S] cluster),
FeP; the Fe atom on the left is defined as the distal Fe, FeD. The arrow
indicates the potential hydron binding site on FeD that is occupied by either
H2O or an extrinsic CO in the structure ofCp I.20,23Also shown is a close
contact between the bridgehead atom X of the exogenous dithiolate ligand
and the S atom of cysteine-178.
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ferent states. Protein film voltammetry refers to a suite of
electrochemical techniques that address the redox chemistry of
enzymes immobilized on electrodes.17,40,41Electron transfer and
chemical processes that otherwise appear entangled are easily
observed and resolved in both potential and time domains. The
information from PFV focuses onturnoVer conditions,under
H2, with the high inherent activity greatly amplifying the
electrochemical signals.

Materials and Methods

The enzyme was purified as described previously,35 except that fully
anaerobic conditions were used throughout. The all-glass electrochemi-
cal cell was clamped tightly to an all-glass head fitting precisely around
the electrode rotator (EG&G M636), thus sealing the internal headspace
(volume 200 mL) of the cell from the glovebox atmosphere.40 This
design allowed gases to be introduced and evacuated quickly and
reliably at a constant pressure through inlet and outlet side arms, and
less than 5 min was required to achieve complete equilibration with
the cell solution when the electrode was rotated at 2500 rpm (this
rotation rate was used throughout, as it was sufficiently fast to remove
substrate mass-transport effects). The rotating disk pyrolytic graphite
“edge” (PGE) electrode42 was polished with an aqueous alumina slurry
(1 µm Al2O3, Buehler) and sonicated thoroughly before each experi-
ment. The counter electrode was a platinum wire, and the saturated
calomel reference electrode (SCE) was situated in a Luggin side arm
filled with 0.1 M NaCl. The main cell compartment was jacketed and
thermostated, and the reference electrode side arm was well separated
and kept at 25( 1 °C (a nonisothermal configuration). Both the head
and cell were encased in black tape to ensure that light was excluded,
thus avoiding any possible photolytic reactions.5,23,27,33,34,38,43,44For
experiments in which the electrode was illuminated, the tape at the
bottom of the cell was removed to allow exposure to light from a
battery-powered halogen lamp (10 W, 6 V, with 7 cm separation
between the base of the light bulb and the tip of the electrode). The
power output of this setup was 20 mW cm-2, and it was determined
that there was no heating effect on the cell solution. The reference
potential was corrected with respect to the standard hydrogen electrode
(SHE) usingESHE ) ESCE + 242 mV at 25°C, and all values were
adjusted to conform to the SHE scale. Experiments were performed
using an Autolab PGSTAT 10 electrochemical analyzer with GPES
software (Eco Chemie, The Netherlands). For the potential-step
experiments, the current was sampled at least every second following
the step (duration<<1 s).

A mixed buffer system14 was used in all experiments, and unless
stated otherwise this also contained 200µg/mL polymyxin-B sulfate,
which acts as a stabilizing coadsorbate.17 Concentrations of O2 and CO
were estimated assuming the concentration in the stock solution injected
into the cell was that expected for equilibrium with 1 bar of gas at
room temperature, i.e., approximately 1 mM.

For each experiment, a film ofDd hydrogenase was formed by
immersing a freshly polished electrode in a “forming” solution
consisting of 15µL of enzyme solution (85µM), 10 µL of 20 mg
mL-1 polymyxin-B sulfate, and 975µL of pH 6.0 buffer (final enzyme
concentration approximately 1.2µM). The potential was held at-558
mV, resulting in a H+ reduction current that increased to a limiting
value as hydrogenase adsorbed on the electrode. Cyclic voltammetry
without enzyme showed no currents due to H2 oxidation or H+ reduction
over the range+400 to-650 mV. For all experiments, the cell was

maintained at 10°C to minimize loss of enzyme activity on the
electrode, from either desorption or other potential-independent inac-
tivation. At 10 °C this loss was sufficiently slow to pose few
complications.

Results and Discussion

A. Under H2, Three Potential Regions Define H2 Produc-
tion, H2 Oxidation, and the Existence of an Inactive “Rest-
ing” State. Figure 2 shows cyclic voltammograms measured
on the same film. The pH 4.3 scan was measured first, after
the film had equilibrated with pH 4.3 buffer. The H+ concentra-
tion was adjusted to pH 5.9 by injecting 0.1 mL of 0.47 M
NaOH and then to pH 8.4 by injecting a further 0.2 mL of 0.47
M NaOH. The voltammograms can be separated into three main
regionss“H+ reduction”, “H2 oxidation”, and “(anaerobic)
inactive” (or “resting”)sas annotated for the pH 5.9 cycle. At
low potential a negative current is observed, corresponding to
the catalytic reduction of H+. As the electrode potential is swept
in the positive direction, the rate of H+ reduction decreases,
and eventually a positive current due to catalytic H2 oxidation
is observed. The intersection of current with thex-axis (the zero
current potential) is the 2H+/H2 reversible electrode potential
for that particular pH (and thus an internal pH reference). At
even higher potential, the current drops, ultimately to zero if
sufficient time is allowed. We refer to the inactivation at high
potential as a “switch-off”. Upon reversal of the scan direction,
a corresponding sigmoidal rise in current is observed, i.e., a
“switch-on”. These processes are discussed in detail later.
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Figure 2. How the bidirectional activity ofDd [FeFe]-hydrogenase varies
with pH. Conditions: 1 bar of H2, electrode rotation rate 2500 rpm, scan
rate 10 mV s-1, temperature 10°C. Black arrows indicate the direction of
cycling, and circled vertical gray lines indicate the positions ofEswitch.
Dashed lines on the 10 mV s-1, pH 5.9 voltammogram partition the scan
according to three different potential regions: H+ reduction, H2 oxidation,
and anaerobic inactivation.
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The maximum H2 oxidation current increases as the pH is
raised from 4.3 to 5.9; then it is constant up to pH 8.4 (allowing
for continuous slow loss of active enzyme molecules from the
electrode). In contrast, the H+ reduction current decreases
steadily as the pH is lowered. It is not possible to determine
the absolute electrocatalytic activity of an adsorbed enzyme
unless the electroactive coverage is known.42 This is too low to
detect,45 but taking a value of 1 pmol cm-2 as a maximum, we
determined lower limits for the turnover frequency,kcat, at 10
°C. These were for H2 evolution (pH 4.3) 4982 s-1, (pH 5.9)
2210 s-1, and (pH 8.4) 148 s-1 and for H2 oxidation (pH 4.3)
627 s-1, (pH 5.9) 1897 s-1, and (pH 8.4) 1666 s-1. Test
experiments at pH 6 showed that increasing the temperature to
25 °C produced an approximate 2-fold increase in H2 oxidation
rate, thereby allowing us to estimate a lower limit of ca. 4000
s-1 at 25°C. Note that these experiments factor out effects of
the substrate driving force as the pH is changed: this is because
with an electrode, as opposed to a chemical redox partner (such
as a dye), the reaction can always be driven in both directions
and activity measured as a continuous function of the potential.
In vivo, Dd hydrogenase is periplasmic and expected to be a
H2 uptake hydrogenase. However, the high H+ reduction activity
of the Dd enzyme is not surprising, since it has an active site
nearly identical to that of theCp I hydrogenase, which is
cytoplasmic, indicating its main biological function is H2

production.
Inspection of the voltammograms in the region for H2

oxidation shows that the waveshape is quite complex with
suggestion of two current maxima, one close to the transition
to inactive enzyme and one at more negative potential (see the
voltammogram at pH 5.9, in which this is most clearly evident).
However, the relative prominence of either component varied
between different sets of experiments, even those carried out at
the same pH, and no correlation could be applied to relate, with
pH, the electrode potential at which one current maximum
merged into the other.46 Suggestions as to the nature of this
waveshape (we would expect the H2 oxidation region to consist
of a flat plateau) will be given later, but at this stage we will
focus on the shape and potential dependence of the activity
switch-on at more positive potential, which shows a strong
correlation with pH and corresponds to the interconversion
between inactive (Hox

inact) and active (Hox) enzyme. This region
of the voltammetric cycle exhibits hysteresis because inactiva-
tion occurs more slowly than reactivation (particularly at higher
pH), and we address this in section C. (Under conditions of
higher temperature (25°C) and a very slow scan rate (1 mVs-1),
it was possible to observe full inactivation and reactivation at
pH 4, 6, and 8, and the shapes of the waves in each direction
became similar.) Importantly, the switch-on in the scan to
negative potential is highly reproducible throughout all our
experiments. To quantify the effect of pH on the inactivation/

reactivation process (section B), we define the potentialEswitch

as the local minimum in the derivative of the negative sweep
of the voltammogram,14 marked by the circled gray lines in
Figure 2. Because reactivation is sufficiently fast, theEswitch

value for all pH values was independent of the scan rate
provided the scan rate was 10 mV s-1 or slower.

B. Electron and Proton Transfers in the Active-Inactive
Transformation. To determine the number of electrons required
in the activation process, we analyzed the sigmoidal increase
in current (activity) as the potential was scanned in the negative
direction following 100% inactivation at 341 mV. Semilog
analysis of the current versus potential data at different pH
values yielded straight lines of slopes 2.3RT/nF, wheren is
normally the coefficient giving the number of electrons trans-
ferred in the process (see the Supporting Information). We
obtained then values 1.2( 0.1, 1.3( 0.1, and 1.1( 0.2 for
pH 4, 6, and 9, respectively.47 The fact that simple, linear plots
are observed through the entire pH range (which includes a pK)
is consistent with the reductive activation under 1 bar of H2

being a one-electron reaction rather than two one-electron
reactions at similar potentials (which would require exactly
compensating similarity in pK values; see below). In terms only
of active-site, metal-centered oxidation states, this is interpreted
as a transformation from Hox

inact (Fe(II)-Fe(II)) to Hox (Fe(I)-
Fe(II)).

Figure 3A shows the dependence ofEswitch values on pH and
reveals a pKox associated with a protonation step linking two
oxidized inactive states. A good fit was obtained to eq 2, derived

from the Nernst equation under acidic limiting conditions
assuming a one-proton, one-electron transfer, and yielded pKox

andEswitch
acid values of 5.9 and 69 mV, respectively. (In eq 2,

R is the gas constant,T is the absolute temperature,F is the
Faraday constant,aH+ is the proton activity, andKox andKred

are proton dissociation constants for oxidized and reduced
states.) Figure 3B is the corresponding Pourbaix diagram, which
depicts the species involved in the coupled electron and proton
transfers. Thus, for pH< pKox, reactivation involves only an
electron transfer, whereas, for pH values above pKox, the
reactivation involves transfer of both a proton and an electron.
We include a pKred value suggested by the data at high pH
(dashed lines in the lower right corner), but we will not discuss
this further.

C. Rates of Anaerobic Interconversions between Active
and Inactive States.A number of experiments were carried
out to compare the rates of interconversions, forward and
reverse, between active and inactive states. Our description is

(45) If mass transport to the electrode surface is not a rate-limiting factor and
the H2 concentration greatly exceeds the Michaelis constant,KM, then it
can be stated thatkcat ) i lim/FAΓn, wherekcat is the turnover frequency,i lim
the maximum current,F the Faraday constant,A the surface area of the
electrode (assuming a planar surface),Γ the electroactive coverage, andn
the number of electrons transferred per molecule of H2.

(46) Under H2 and N2 the waveshapes did not vary for a single film during the
experiment; however, voltammetric cycles recorded during recovery from
CO inhibition revealed quite large changes in waveshape as the CO level
decreased (early cycles show lower current in the more positive region).
This could be due to different active forms having different affinities for
CO, which would support the suggestion by Peters and co-workers43 that
Hox forms a more stable complex with CO than does Hred.

(47) Since the reactivation process can be viewed as a reduction, Hox
inact + ne-

f Hox, we can express it in terms of the Nernst equation:E ) E° - (2.3RT/
nF) log Q, whereR ) molar gas constant,T is the absolute temperature
(283 K for all experiments),F is the Faraday constant, andn is the number
of electrons involved in the reduction process. We will assumeQ ) [Hox]/
[Hox

inact]. Positive current,i, is a direct measure of H2 oxidation activity;
thus, the amount of oxidized active enzyme, [Hox], can be stated as [Hox]
∝ i. The maximum reactivation current,imax, gives a measure of the total
amount of enzyme adsorbed on the electrode; thus, the amount of inactive
enzyme, [Hox

inact], can be stated as [Hox
inact] ∝ imax - i. Therefore, the Nernst

equation for the reactivation of the enzyme can be stated asE ) E° -
(2.3RT/nF) log[i/(imax - i)]. A graph of log[(imax - i)/i] vs E therefore has
a gradient ofnF/2.3RT.

Eswitch ) Eswitch
acid - 2.3RT

F
log(aH+

+ Kox

aH+
+ Kred

) (2)
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illuminated by reference to the Pourbaix diagram in Figure 3B,
which shows the thermodynamics underlying the reactions. A
selection of chronoamperometric traces for the activation
direction is shown in Figure 4, top. For pH 4.5, we inactivated
the enzyme at 191 mV, and then steps were made to a range of
potentials to trigger the activation. These potentials (91, 66, 41,
16, and-9 mV) were chosen to provide a range of driving
forces to pull the system across the Hox

inact/Hox switch potential
(Eswitch) of the Pourbaix diagram. In all cases, the reaction was
fast and the activity reached its maximum value within 10 s,
although the rates increased slightly as the potential was made
more negative. Our ability to obtain quantitative data was limited
by the “dead time” of a few seconds arising from electrode
charging effects.48 A similar experiment was carried out at pH
7.0 in which we started from a potential of 341 mV and stepped
to values of 41, 16,-9, -34, and-59 mV, again chosen to
provide a similar range of driving force to take the system across
the Hox

inact/Hox switch potential. As before, the rate of activation
increased as the potential became more negative, but even at
the most positive potential the enzyme reactivated within 25 s.
Thus, activation is fast at both pH 4.5 and pH 7.0.

To measure the slower kinetics of inactivation, a similar
strategy was followed except that the starting potential was in
the active region (-0.11 V for both pH 4.5 and pH 7.0). Figure
4, bottom, shows traces obtained for potential steps to 191 mV
(red line, pH 4.5) and 341 mV (blue line, pH 7.0), i.e., at a
high driving force. We analyzed these data only qualitatively
as they did not give clean, exponential fits. Inactivation is always
slower than activation and is much slower (half-life on the order
of a minute) at pH 7.0 at which (from Figure 3) both a electron

and a proton must be removed. Therefore, anaerobic inactivation
is controlled by a chemical process that involves a proton. This
result is significant because the kinetic barrier to inactivation
at pH 7 is clearly distinguished from the greater thermodynamic
stability of the inactive form at this pH (the Pourbaix diagram
shows oxidation is more favorable at alkaline pH).

D. Effect of Inhibitors on Different Oxidation Levels of
the Enzyme.Figure 5 shows how H+ reduction is inhibited by
H2. For this experiment we commenced H+ reduction at-459
mV under 1 bar of N2 and then changed the head gas between
1 bar of H2 and 1 bar of N2 at 5 min intervals. This resulted in
alternate decreases and increases in H+ reduction current(48) Hirst, J.; Armstrong, F. A.Anal. Chem.1998, 70, 5062-5071.

Figure 3. (A) pH dependence of the inactive-active interconversion
potential (Eswitch) for Dd [FeFe]-hydrogenase under 1 bar of H2. EachEswitch

value was obtained at 10 mV s-1. Other conditions: electrode rotation rate
2500 rpm, 10°C. Squares depict raw data, and the line shows the fit
(according to eq 2) where a one-electron process is assumed. Error bars
show the average 95% confidence limit. (B) Pourbaix diagram illustrating
a possible interpretation of the data shown in (A). Dashed lines on the lower
right indicate the zone for existence of an additional active species suggested
by the pH dependence.

Figure 4. (top) Comparison of the rate of reactivation ofDd [FeFe]-
hydrogenase at pH 4.5 and 7.0 with high and low thermodynamic driving
forces. In both cases, the enzyme was fully inactivated (191 mV for pH
4.5, 341 mV for pH 7.0) before the electrode potential was stepped to a
more negative value to induce activation. (bottom) Comparison of the
limiting rate of inactivation ofDd [FeFe]-hydrogenase at pH 4.5 and 7.0.
In both cases, the enzyme was fully activated at-109 mV before the
electrode potential was stepped to a positive value. Other conditions:
electrode rotation rate 2500 rpm, 10°C, 1 bar of H2.

Figure 5. Comparison of theDd [FeFe]-hydrogenase proton reduction
activity under 1 bar of H2 and 1 bar of N2. The electrode potential was
maintained at-459 mV, and the cell was equilibrated with 1 bar of N2

before the start of the experment. The head gas was changed to H2 at 10
min and then alternated at 5 min intervals. Other conditions: electrode
rotation rate 2500 rpm, pH 6.0, 10°C.
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superimposed upon a trend of decreasing current due to enzyme
film instability. The effect is quite small, less than 25%
attenuation, which is far lower than observed for the [NiFe]-
hydrogenase fromAllochromatiumVinosum(AV), where inhibi-
tion is almost total under 1 bar of H2 (results not shown).

The experiments shown in Figure 6 were designed to observe
the protection afforded by anaerobic oxidation toward the
damage due to exposure to O2. Figure 6A confirms that if the
Dd [FeFe]-hydrogenase is given sufficient time to inactivate
anaerobically prior to O2 injection, then after O2 is flushed from
the cell the enzyme can be reductively reactivated, showing no
loss in activity other than that observed in an O2-free control.

Each point in Figure 6A was obtained by running experiments
as shown in Figure 6B. Thus, the enzyme was activated at low
potential (H+ reduction currents not shown) for 30 s, the
catalytic H2 oxidation activity at-70 mV was measured for
30 s, and then another low-potential, activation step (30 s) was
applied. The next stage was a step to 341 mV, at which potential
the enzyme inactivates anaerobically, 200µL of O2-saturated
buffer was injected after 5 s, and the potential was held for 600
s to ensure adequate O2 flushing time. The final stage was a
potential step back to-70 mV to induce rapid reactivation.
Comparison of H2 oxidation currents at the two-70 mV steps
showed how much activity has been recovered.

Injection of 0.2 mL of CO-saturated buffer (equivalent to a
final concentration of 90µM CO) at 40 mV caused immediate
loss of H2 oxidation activity. This result is fully consistent with
those reported by Thauer and co-workers.38 Likewise, CO
injection at-460 mV caused immediate loss of H+ reduction
activity. Thus, the active states are inhibited by CO, under 1
bar of H2, irrespective of the direction of catalysis. By contrast,

the inactive Hox
inact state is unable to bind CO. This is clearly

demonstrated in Figure 7, which compares the amount of
reactivation observed when Hox

inact is exposed to CO and then
reactivated at different scan rates.

Data from control experiments, without CO (black line), are
included to show the current expected for the reactivated
enzyme. In the presence of CO (red line) the activity reaches a
maximum and then drops to zero as CO binds. This current
transient increases at faster scan rates. This is because the faster
the scan rate, the quicker Hox

inact is activated to Hox and the
shorter the period of time available for CO to bind and block
catalysis.

E. Effect of Visible Light on the Rate of Activation of the
CO-Inhibited Form. It has been reported that CO ligands bound
to hydrogenases are photoactive.5,23,27,33,34,38,43,44We therefore
investigated how the photoinduced release of exogenous CO
might depend upon the electrode potential under catalytic
conditions. Results are shown in Figure 8.

The CO-inhibited form was generated by dropwise application
of 1 mL of CO-saturated buffer onto the enzyme film, followed
by rinsing with deionized water. The potential was then set to
-109 mV under 1 bar of H2 to monitor the oxidation of H2 as
the light was switched on and off at 50 s intervals. This resulted
in a clearly defined pattern in which the rate of current increase
(directly reporting on the rate of reactivation, i.e., relief of
inhibition) was greatly enhanced upon illumination. Then, with
the same sample of enzyme, the potential was changed to-459
mV to observe the effect of light when monitoring H+ reduction.
In this case, there was no clear distinction in rates of reactivation
between periods of darkness and illumination.49 The results thus

Figure 6. Experiment to observe the O2 stability of the oxidized, inactive
state ofDd [FeFe]-hydrogenase. (A) Summary of a series of experiments
run as shown in (B). The greater the amount of inactivation preceding O2

injection (the later the time of injection), the greater the fraction of recovered
[FeFe]-hydrogenase activity. (B) Typical current vs time trace: in this
example 200µL of O2-saturated buffer (corresponding to a final cell
concentration of 90µM) is injected 5 s after the potential is stepped to the
inactivating value of 341 mV. Other conditions: electrode rotation rate 2500
rpm, pH 6.0, 10°C, 1 bar of H2.

Figure 7. Comparison of the levels ofDd [FeFe]-hydrogenase reactivation
attained in the presence of CO at different scan rates. The film was first
inactivated by poising the electrode potential at 241 mV for 300 s. Arrows
show the direction of the scan. Current is normalized with respect to
reactivation measured on the previous scan. Black lines indicate the level
of reactivation expected if CO is absent; red lines show the reactivation
and rapid inhibition observed when 30µL of CO-saturated solution (final
concentration 14µM) is injected before the scan. Other conditions: rotation
rate 2500 rpm, pH 6.0, 10°C, 1 bar of H2.
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reveal a distinction between two redox states in which a CO is
bound, one of which is photolabile, while the other, prevailing
at more negative potentials, is photoinert.

Concluding Remarks

This study has merged existing knowledge of the catalytic
properties of a well-characterized [FeFe]-hydrogenase with new
information resulting from the ability to impose electrochemical
control on an enzyme under catalytic conditions.

We have identified three regions of electrode potential that
define different levels of catalytic activity and enzyme states.
In our hands, the enzyme has high activities for H2 oxidation
and H+ reduction and undergoes reversible oxidation to an
anaerobic “resting” state, identified as Hox

inact. In this state, the
enzyme is protected against reaction with the irreversible
inhibitor O2 and the reversible inhibitor CO.D. desulfuricans
is a sulfate-reducing bacterium, therefore the periplasm will be
a reducing environment under normal conditions. However,
under oxidative stress, conversion of the active site from the
catalytically active Hox state to the inactive, O2-insensitive
Hox

inact state would provide a mechanism to allow the organism
to survive in a dormant form.

We show that, under H2, Hox
inact is formed slowly but

activated rapidly at all pH values by addition of one electron
(and, above pH 6, a strongly coupled proton). This is in
agreement with the Mo¨ssbauer results of Pereira et al.28 and
can be reconciled with the observation of Albracht and co-
workers, who reported that, in addition to a one-electron
reduction, a further two electrons are required at lower
potential.34 The potentiometric titrations showed that oxidative
activation at pH 8.0 and 25°C requires one electron at-92
mV anda further two electrons at-301 and-395 mV. In our

experiments both an electronandH2 are providedsH2 being a
two-electron reductant and ligand that was not present in the
potentiometric titrations. Notwithstanding differences in condi-
tions, the higher value of the “catalytic” potential (approximately
-50 mV at pH 8, 10°C) compared to the first potentiometric
value reported by Albracht and co-workers (-92 mV, 25°C)
is not surprising because H2 binds only once an electron is added
(the stabilization of a reduced state by an enhanced ligand
binding constant is familiar territory in ligand-coupled elec-
trochemical equilibria). The spontaneity of the reaction with
H2 is also an explanation for the reactivationn values exceeding
1.0.

The discovery of two pH-interconvertible forms of Hox
inact

has particular relevance for crystallography and IR spectroscopy.
The pK of 5.9 suggests that samples of oxidized inactiveDd
[FeFe]-hydrogenase prepared at pH values close to 6 might
display heterogeneity. The structure ofCp I obtained at pH 5.1
by Peters and co-workers is most likely to be the anaerobically
oxidized form Hox

inact,20,22and on the basis of our experiments,
it should be predominantly in the acid form. J.C.F.-C. obtained
the structure of a H2-reduced form at pH 8.8, corresponding to
an active state.21 The pH dependence that we have determined
is classical and shows a strongly coupled proton-electron
transfer; thus, it is most likely that the proton binds close to the
electron. There are two obvious options: either (1) protonation
occurs on the central atom X of the bridging ligand or (2)
protonation occurs at a coordinated OH-/H2O (as suggested by
the Cp I crystal structure). Regarding the mechanism of this
interconversion, our observations, first of hysteresis and then
of differences in the potential-step kinetics for inactivation vs
activation, show that the rate of inactivation is limited by a
chemical reaction coupled to protonation (thus, it is faster at
low pH where a proton is not involved in the equation), whereas
activation is always faster.

Our work demonstrates that the CO-inhibited enzyme shows
photolability when measured for its ability as a H2 oxidizer,
but not when the enzyme acts as a H+ reducer (when CO release
occurs at a steady rate regardless of illumination). This statement
needs to be refined because the apparent dependence on the
catalytic direction that we see is simply a reflection of the
potentials applied in each case,-109 and-459 mV, respec-
tively, and we interpret this result as demonstrating the existence
of (at least) two CO-bound forms, with the state that prevails
at -109 mV (but not at-459 mV) displaying photolability.
The general observation of photoactivation is in good agreement
with results of experiments that address enzyme activity under
H2 at room temperature, for example, as reported by Thauer
and co-workers.38 Interestingly, in a recent paper, it was reported
that “the CO-inhibited active form (Hox-CO state) (is) stable in
light”; however, that conclusion was based upon spectroscopic
experiments that did not allow for reaction with H2,34 and it is
likely that CO is not released until it is displaced by H2. Clearly,
more information is needed, and the kinetic and thermodynamic
influences, as well as the photochemistry, must be resolved.
Our own observations, combining turnover measurements with
potential control, suggest new experiments in which the rates
of activation of CO-inhibited enzyme are examined as functions
of potential, wavelength, and light intensity.(49) Control experiments revealed that, in the presence of light, the rate of film

loss decreases at both potentials used in Figure 8. However, this effect is
far smaller than the effect of light on recovery of H2 oxidation activity
from CO, with the gradients of film loss changing by no more than a factor
of 2.

(50) Zilberman, S.; Stiefel, E. I.; Cohen, M. H.; Car, R.J. Phys. Chem. B 2006,
110, 7049-7057.

Figure 8. Effect of white light on the recovery ofDd [FeFe]-hydrogenase
activity after CO inhibition under conditions for H2 oxidation and H+

reduction. Black lines indicate light off; red lines indicate light on. The
electrode surface was soaked with 1 mL of CO-saturated buffer and then
rinsed with water before the experiment was commenced. H2 oxidation
activity (0-200 s) was monitored by holding the electrode potential at-109
mV; H+ reduction activity (201-400 s) was monitored by holding the
electrode potential at-459 mV. Other conditions: electrode rotation rate
2500 rpm, pH 6.0, 10°C, 1 bar of H2.
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Finally, we note the shape of the voltammograms in the H2

oxidation region. Of the hydrogenases we have studied so far,
only AV [NiFe]-hydrogenase shows a simple waveform. Others,
including the [NiFe]-hydrogenases fromRalstonia eutropha
(MBH), D. Vulgaris, andDesulfoVibrio gigas, show irregular
waveforms with more than one maximum or shoulder.1 There
are several possible reasons for this variability. Inhomogeneity
on the electrode is one option. Another is some structural
inhomogeneity at the active site that is manifested kinetically
but is not obvious from the crystal structure. Structural isomers
(forms in which CO and CN ligands have swapped positions50)
would have to interconvert slowly on our experimental time
scale for this to apply. Another proposal is that trace levels of
CO interfere because the amount of hydrogenase on the
electrode is so small (,100 fmol) so that even “parts per billion”
levels of contaminating CO would cause a visible effect on the
waveshape were there to be preferential binding to one particular

redox level of the active enzyme, and Peters and co-workers
have indeed suggested43 that CO is bound more tightly to Hox.
The possibility that very low background levels of CO might
be influential physiologically and be easily evident from the
voltammetry suggests another new line of inquiry.
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